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Highlands East Howler                     Answer Chart

Your mission is to visit the assigned locations and collect the 
information needed to complete the above chart.  Each square
will be filled in with one number or letter.  After the chart has 
been completed, you will have the information needed 
to complete the ninety nine puzzle caches in the 
Highlands East Howler GeoArt series.

As you visit each cache, use the spaces below to record the single digit number you find in each 
of the 99 GeoArt caches.  Use this information to solve the bonus puzzle cache GC64E7E

#1____, #2____, #3____, #4____, #5____, #6____, #7____, #8____, #9____, #10____, #11____, #12____

#13____, #14____, #15____, #16____, #17____, #18____, #19____, #20____, #21____, #22____, #23____

#24____, #25____, #26____, #27____, #28____, #29____, #30____, #31____, #32____, #33____, #34____

#35____, #36____, #37____, #38____, #39____, #40____, #41____, #42____, #43____, #44____, #45____

#46____, #47____, #48____, #49____, #50____, #51____, #52____, #53____, #54____, #55____, #56____

#57____, #58____, #59____, #60____, #61____, #62____, #63____, #64____, #65____, #66____, #67____

#68____, #69____, #70____, #71____, #72____, #73____, #74____, #75____, #76____, #77____, #78____

#79____, #80____, #81____, #82____, #83____, #84____, #85____, #86____, #87____, #88____, #89____

#90____, #91____, #92____, #93____, #94____, #95____, #96____, #97____, #98____, #99____
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Mission 1:
I don’t mean to preach to you, but this mission is important to collect the information needed to 
fill in the “H” column of the answer chart.  Since 1887 this building has been in use in the western 
most hamlet of the Geocaching Capital of Canada.
H1: How many doors are on the building? Use the first letter of this written number.
H2: Which side of the building is the outside tap on (N, S, E or W)?
H3: How many boards are on the ramp (A, B OR C)?  34 =A, 28=B, 32=C
H4: What is the fifth digit in the phone number on the well cap?
H5: What is the first letter of the hydro meter serial number?
H6: How many feet wide are the steps leading to the front door?

Mission 2:
At the memorial to Robert McCausland, you will discover everything you need to fill in the “O” 
column of the answer chart.  Tupper might have some extra hints for you..
 

Count the number of stones on the walls surrounding the entrance.  Add the number of moons on Jupiter. 
Add the retired jersey number of Maurice "Rocket" Richard. Subtract the total number of vertical posts 
in the 9 groups of retaining walls around the building. Multiply this by the eighth decimal place of pi.  
Add the number found on the hydro pole nearest to the building’s main entrance.  Subtract the year that 
Sir Charles Tupper served as Prime Minister. Double your number.  Add the number of letters on the west 
wall of the building. Subtract the atomic number of germanium.  Find the square root of this number to get 
your base number.   Overwhelmed?? You REALLY should check Tupper’s hint!

O1: The letter of the alphabet that is the base number minus 3.
O2: The digital root of the hydro meter’s serial number (7 digits following J).
O3: The letter of the alphabet that is the base number minus 2.
O4: The letter of the alphabet that is the base number plus 4. 
O5: The letter of the alphabet that is the base number minus 10. 
O6: The letter of the alphabet that is the base number plus 3. 

Mission 3:
Go to the only National Historic Site in Highlands East (and Haliburton County) to fill in column 
“W” of the answer chart. 

W1: Reading the National Historic Site plaque, the second sentence contains three verbs, two of 
them have the same fourth letter.  What is it?
W2: Raise your eyes from the plaque and read the sign above the porch roof.  What is the third 
consonant of the last word? 
W3: Beside the door is a four digit number.  What is the last digit?

Mark the coordinates of the National Historic Site plaque. Subtract 179 from the last three digits of 
the North reading and 64 from the West.  Go to this location for the next three questions. 
(A short drive or a nice little walk)

W4: What is the fourth letter in the only country named?
W5: How many times does the number nine appear?
W6: How many times does the letter N appear?
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Mission 4:
Go to N45 05.077 W078 09.224.  As you circle the area, clues to fill in the “L” column of the 
answer chart will come to light. 

Mission 5:
For the answers you need
Follow this lead;
If from the school in the Grove
South to south west, 2.5 km you drove
You’d pass a magnificent sight
And discover your final resting place on the right

E1: Margaret A. Woodcox was born June 19,  __ __       __.

E2: The son of Wellington & Martha, he passed away in his 90th year.  His first name was
            
       __ __ __ __ __. 

E3: Bruno’s nickname was “Okimau.”  His last name was   __ __ __ __       __ __ __.

E4: William J. Scott was widowed twice.  His second wife was Angeline.  His first wife 

was born June 7, __ __ __        .

E5: Joseph’s birth name was JOSEF GER ARDSÁDLO.  He was born in         __ __ __ __ __. 

E6: Beverly and Donald were married on Apr. 16, __ __       __. 

Mission 6:
Located in the eastern most hamlet of the Geocaching Capital of Canada, here you can feed your
stomach, your gas tank and the fish too.  Posted trail signs get you started in the right direction.

R1: If you are travelling by trail, it is 45.6 km away        __ __ __ __ __ __ __. 

R2: According to the sign, #612 is   __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __      __ __ __ __      __       __ __ __. 

R3: Under the silhouette of the howling wolf is a website

 __ __ __ __        __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ . __  __. 

R4: It is “Yours to  __       __ __ __ __ __.” 

R5: Welcome All!  What number on the list is Wil-Lou? (Hint: Find another map)

R6: “You Are Here”  Where are you?   __ __ __       __ __ __.
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